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Abstrak 

Penelitian ini berfokus pada strategi penerjemahan film oleh penerjemah dari film Fast and 

Furious 7 (2015) dan kualitas terjemahan dari film Fast and Furious 7 (2015). Penelitian ini 

adalah penelitian kualitatif. Tujuan dari penelitian ini adalah: (1) untuk menganalisa strategi 

penerjemahan film oleh penerjemah dari film Fast and Furious 7 (2015), dan (2) untuk 

menggambarkan kualitas terjemahan dari film Fast and Furious 7 (2015). Data analisis 

didasrkan pada teori-teori strategi penerjemahan film dan kualitas terjemaha. Data dari 

penelitian ini adalah ungkapan-ungkapan yang mengandung strategi penerjemahan dan 

kualitas terjemahan film. Sumber data dari penelitian ini adalah terjemahan film Fast and 

Furious 7 (2015). Hasil penelitian ini menunjukkan: pertama bahwa ada 1271 data pada 

penerjemahan film dan kedua, ada 1271 data dari ketiga kualitas terjemahan.. Peneliti 

menemukan 8 strategi: (1) 646 data untuk pentransferan, (2) 104 data untuk parafrase, (3) 

216 data untuk kondensasi, (4) 18 data untuk penipisan, (5) 205 data untuk imitasi, (6) 3 

data untuk trankripsi, (7) 78 data untuk penghapusan, (8) 1 data untuk pengunduran diri. 

Pada penelitian ini tdak terdapat strategi ekspansi dan dislokasi. Ada tiga aspek untuk 

kualitas baik yang terjemahan harus penuhi: keakuratan, keberterimaan, dan keterbacaan: 

(1) 810 data atau 63.7% akurat, (2) 441 atau 34.7% kurang akurat, (3) 20 atau 1.6% tidak 

akurat., (4) 1015 data atau 79.8% berterima, (5) 184 data atau 14.5% kurang berterima, (6) 

72 data atau 5.7% tidak berterima, (7) 1182 data atau 93% keterbacaan tinggi, (8) 76 data 

atau 6% keterbacaan sedang, and (9) 13 data atau 1% keterbacaan rendah. Nilai rata-rata 

dari ketiga unsur mengindikasikan bahwa penermajahannya baik. 

Kata Kunci: film, kualitas, strategi, subtitle. 

 

Abstracts  

This research focuses on subtitling strategy used by the subtitler of Fast and Furious 7 

(2015) movie and subtitling quality of Fast and Furious 7 (2015) movie. This research is 

descriptive qualitative research. The purposes of this research are: (1) To describe the 

subtitling strategies used by the subtitler of Fast and Furious 7 (2015) movie, (2) To 

describe the subtitling quality of Fast and Furious 7 (2015) movie. The data are analyzed 

based on the theories of subtitling strategies and subtitling quality. The data source is the 

subtitle of Fast and Furious 7 (2015) movie. The data are utterances containing subtitling 

strategies and subtitling quality collected from the data source. The  results of this research 

show that first, there are 1271 data of subtitling strategy and second, there are 1271 data of 

subtitling quality. The researcher finds eight strategies are: (1) 646 data to transfer, (2) 104 

data to paraphrase, (3) 216 data to condensation, (4) 18 data to decimation, (5) 205 data to 
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imitation strategy, (6) 3 data to transcription strategy, (7) 78 data to deletion strategy, (8) 1 

data to resignation. There are no expansion and dislocation strategy. There are three aspects 

for good quality that subtitling should fulfill: accuracy, acceptability, and readability: (1) 

810 data or 63.7% accurately, (2) 441 data or 34.7% less accurately, (3) 20 data or 1.6% 

inaccurately, (4) 1015 data or 79.8% acceptability, (5) 184 data or 14.5% less acceptability, 

(6) 72 data or 5.7% unacceptability, (7) 1182 data or 93 % high readability level, (8) 76 

data or 6 % moderate readability level, and (9) 13 data or 1 % low readability level. The 

average score of three elements is that indicates that the subtitiling is good. 

Keywords:movie, quality, strategy, subtitling. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Subtitling is diversion message from source language of (spoken language) into the 

target language in the form of the text displayed on the time when the dialogue spoken. 

Subtitle much used and very helpful when watching movies from other countries. In 

fact, we can find a variety of subtitle on a website that provide subtitle of movies. When 

people understanding what is the spoken by actor or actress of the movie they will enjoy 

it. 

According to Cintas (2007: 8) “Subtitling may be defined as a translation practice 

that consist of presenting a written text, generally on the lower part of screen that 

discursive elements that appear in the image (letters, inserts, graffiti, inscriptions, 

placards, and the like). The information that is contained on the soundtrack (songs, 

voices off)”. Nababan (2012: 44-45) also said that there are three aspects to measure for 

good quality of the translation from English into Indonesian, that translation should 

fulfill: accuracy of transferring the message, the acceptability, and readablity of 

translation. That is also applied the quality of subtitling. 

Furious 7 (often stylized as Furious Seven and alternatively known as Fast Seven or 

Fast & Furious 7) is a 2015 American action film directed by James Wan and written by 

Chris Morgan. It is the seventh installment in the Fast and the Furious franchise. In the 

movie script of The Fast and Furious 7 (2015)Movie and its subtitle. There are many 

form types of subtitling strategies which classified as: expansion, paraphrase, transfer, 

imitation, transcription, dislocation, condensation, decimation, deletion, and recignation. 

So the writer wants it to be analyzed. The researcher found examples are as follows: 
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001 /SL1/TL1 

SL: When we were kids. 

TL: Ketika kita masih kecil. 

In the utterance above this subtitling  uses  transfer  strategy.  There  is  no  addition  

or deletion  in that phrase.  The  subtitler  translates  the  dialogue  literally.  “When we 

were kids”  which  was translated “Ketikakitamasihkecil” and was very similar in the 

syntax and meaning. Transfer strategy was used in this translation process because all 

the words were translated. 

002/ SL1/ TL1 

SL: Good to see you, Hector. 

TL: Senangmelihatmu, Hector.  

In the utterance above this subtitling  uses  Imitation strategy. Imitation is rewritten 

the name of person or place from the source language into the target language.  Hector is 

the name in the source language that rewrite in the target language by the translator. 

Nababan (2012: 44-51) said that there are three aspects for good quality that 

translation should fulfill: accuracy, acceptability, and readability. In the research, the 

writer limits her research in using subtitling strategy in Fast and Furious 7 (2015) 

movie. This movie will be analyzed by using subtitling strategies. The writer uses a 

theory from Henrik Gottlieb 1992. Henrik Gottlieb is known for the theory of subtitling 

strategy. The problem statements of this research are “What are the subtitling strategy 

used by the subtitler of Fast and Furious 7 (2015) movie?” and “How is the subtitling 

quality of Fast and Furious 7 (2015) movie?”. The objectives of this research are to 

describe the subtitling strategies used by the subtitler of Fast and Furious 7 (2015) 

movie and to describe the subtitling quality of Fast and Furious 7 (2015) movie. 

Linguistic form is dealed into two. There are English linguistic form and Indonesian 

linguistic form. The parts of English linguistic form divided into word, phrase, clause, 

and also sentence. Indonesian linguistic form consists of word, phrase, clause, and 

sentence. 
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The first previous study was conducted by Eksanusi (UMS, 2015) who 

conductedresearchentitled “A Subtitling Analysis of Noun Phrases in Fast and Furious 6 

Movie by Geraldine”. Thesestudyaimsofthisresearcharetoclassify the translation shifts 

of noun phrase found in Fast and Furious 6 movie and describe the translation 

equivalence of the subtitled. The type of this research is descriptive qualitative research. 

In collecting data, the writer uses documentation. The data are analyzed using translation 

analysis theory based on A Linguistic Theory of Translation by Catford (1965). The 

result of the research show that the writer found 281 data of noun phrases that using 

translation shift in Fast and Furious 6 movie. The writer classify translation shift into 

two types. There are level shift and structural shift. It consist of 156 data or 55% of noun 

phrases belong to level shifts and 125 data or 45% of noun phrases belong to structural 

shifts. From 281 data of noun phrases, the writer finds that all of the data of noun 

phrases are equivalent translation and the writer does not finds any data of noun phrases 

included in not equivalent translation. It means that the data is 100% equivalent. The 

result of this study is that the translator makes an equivalent translation. 

The second previous study was conducted by Damayanti (UMS, 2015) who 

conductedresearchentitled “Subtitling Analysis of Directive Utterances in The 

Hobbit:Desolayion of SmaugMovie”. The study aims of this research are at classifying 

linguistic forms and function of directive utterances and their subtitling and to 

describing the readability of the Indonesian subtitling of The Hobbit: Desolation 

odSmaug. The result of the research shows that: there are 14 types of lingusitic form and 

the type of its translation in the form of directive utterance. They are: noun phrase into 

noun, declarative simple sentence into declarative simple sentence, declarative compund 

sentence into declarative compound sentence, declarative compound sentence into 

declarative simple sentence, declarative complex sentence into declarative complex 

sentence, and etc. These are 6 functions of utterance from SL to TL and there are 2 

function of utterance that  different from SL to TL. Moreover, the readability and low 

readability. From 348 data, 339 data or 97,4% belong to high readability, 8 data or 2,3% 

belong to medium readability, 1 data or 0,3% belong to low readability. From the 
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precentage, it can be concluded that directive utterance in The Hobbit: Desolation of 

Smaug movie is readable. 

There are similarities and differences research of the above researches with this 

research. The difference between previous studies with this research is located on the 

object of analyzing and the result. The object of analyzing is used by Eksanusi  is by 

using Subtitling Analysis of Noun Phrasesin Fast and Furious 6 Movie by Geraldine 

and found 156 data of noun phrases belong to level shifts and 125 data nf noun phrases 

belong to structural shifts. The object of analyzing is used by Damayanti is by using 

Subtitling Strategies of Directive Utterances inThe Hobbit Desolayion of SmaugFilm 

and found noun phrase into noun, declarative simple sentence into declarative simple 

sentence, declarative compund sentence into declarative compound sentence, declarative 

compound sentence into declarative simple sentence, declarative complex sentence into 

declarative complex sentence, and etc. The similarity of the above researches with this 

research is about subtitle as data to beanalyzed. 

The researcher wants to analyze subtitling strategies used in the English subtitle and 

Indonesian subtitle of Fast and Furious 7 (2015), The researcher hopes that this research 

can add contribution in the field of translation and development of knowledge especially 

in subtitling strategies. Of course, this means that attention must be to helping the 

students apply the principles that are taught. It is intended as an additional teaching aid 

to the reader. From the phenomena mentioned, the researcher is interested in conducting 

a research which analyzes the subtitling strategy found in Fast and Furious 7 (2015) 

movie script, taken fromhttp://subscene.comthe researcher entitled SUBTITLING 

ANALYSIS IN THE FAST AND FURIOUS 7 (2015) MOVIE. 

2. RESEARCH METHOD 

In this research the researcher uses the descriptive qualitative research. The objects 

of this research are utterances containing subtitling strategies and subtitling quality. The 

data of this research are utterances containing subtitling strategies and subtitling quality 

collected from the data source. The data source is the subtitling of Fast and Furious 7 

http://subscene.com/
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(2015) movie. The methods of collecting data used by the written are documentation, 

questioner, and interview. Documentation is applied by subtitling strategies. This 

studyusedthetechniqueof triangulation. There are two types of triangulation used in this 

study: data source and technique of collecting data. In analyzing data, the reseracher 

does the following techniques: (1) Comparing subtitling strategies (2) Analyzing English 

and its Indonesian subtitle of subtitling strategies, (3) Analyzing the data, by counting 

the percentage of the subtitling quality. The researcher chose three informants in this 

study to asses the quality of the subtitling script in the movie, as follows: (1) SF: she is 

lecturer’s  English department of education at Muhammadiyah University  of Surakarta, 

(2) YS: he is lecturer’s Indonesian department of education at Muhammadiyah 

University  of Surakarta, (3) ES: she is student at Muhammadiyah University  of 

Surakarta. (4) Describing the percentage of subtitling quality, (5) Concluding the data 

analysis. 

3. RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

The research finding will elaborate the subtitling strategies used in the subtitling of Fast 

and Furious 7 (2015) movie and the subtitling quality of Fast and furious 7 

(2015)movie. It will be followed by discussion. 

a. The Subtitling Strategies Used in The Subtitling of Fast and Furious 7 (2015) 

Movie. 

This research is focused on the subtitling strategies used in the subtitling of Fast 

and Furious 7 (2015) movie. The subtitling strategy is founded into eight strategies 

(Gottlieb in Taylor, 2000: 161-170). There are transfer, expansion, paraphrase, imitation, 

transcription, dislocation, condensation, decimation, deletion, and resignation. 

1) Transfer 

Transfer  refers  to  the  strategy  of  translating  the  source  text  completely  and 

accurately. 
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2) Paraphrase 

Paraphrase is resorted to in cases where the phraseology of the original cannot be 

reconstructed in the same syntactic way in the target language. 

3) Imitation 

Imitation maintains the same forms, typically with names of people and places. 

4) Transcription 

Transcription is used in those cases where a term is unusual even in the source text, 

for example the use of a third language or nonsense language. 

5) Condensation 

Condensation would seem to be the typical strategy used, that is the shortening of 

the text in the least obtrusive way possible, but as we shall see later, this is not 

necessarily the case. 

6) Decimation 

Decimation is an extreme form of condensation where, perhaps for reasons of 

discourse speed, even potentially important elements are omitted. 

7) Deletion 

Deletion refers to the total elimination of parts of a text. 

8) Resignation  

Resignation describes the strategy adopted when no translation solution can be 

found and meaning is inevitably lost. 

Table 3.1 The result of subtitling strategy  

No Subtitling Strategies Data  

1 Transfer 646 

2 Expansion - 

3 Paraphrase 104 

4 Condensation 216 

5 Decimation 18 

6 Imitation 205 
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7 Transcription 3 

8 Dislocation - 

9 Deletion 78 

10 Resignation 1 

Total 1271 

 

b. The Subtitling Quality of Fast and Furious 7 (2015)Movie. 

Nababan (2003: 63) said that there are three aspects for good quality that translation 

should fulfill: accuracy, acceptability, and readability. 

1) Accuracy 

Accuracy is a term used in evaluating whether the translation to refer to the text 

of the source language and the target language text has been worth it or not.  

a) Accurate 

The meaning of words, technical terms, phrases, clauses, sentences or the 

source language accurately transferred into the target language absolutely no 

distortion of meaning. 

0002/FFE1/FFI1 

Target language : Dulu kuanggap itu omong kosong.  

Based on the utterance above, the sentence I used to think that was bollocks its 

translated into Dulu kuanggap itu omong kosong. In the source language the 

utterance is accurately transferred into target language the utterances is classified as 

simple past tense. There are subject and predicate in the sentence of SL and TL, 

used to and was as function marked of time that the sentence is simple past tense. 

The text above never have distortion in meaning. The rater gave score 3 in this 

sentence because this sentence is simple sentence consisting of subject, predicate, 

and object so easy to understand. Based on the description above this sentence 

accurate in the translation. 
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b) Less Accurate 

Most of the meaning of words, technical terms, phrases, clauses, sentences the 

source language has been transferred accurately into the target language. However, 

there is meaning eliminated, which interfere with the integrity of the message. 

0012/FFE2/FFI3 

Target language : Kau mau membawa ku kemana, Dom? 

The utterance in the source language is translated less accurately in the target 

language. It can be seen that the sentence of Come on, Dom. So where are you 

taking me? Is translated into Kau mau membawa ku kemana, Dom?. The words of 

come on are not translated into the target language. The rater give 2 in this sentence 

because there is meaning eliminated, so it makes the sentence less accurate in the 

translation. 

c) Inaccurate  

The meaning of the word, a technical term, phrase, clause, sentence or source 

language inaccurately transferred into the target language or omitted (deleted). 

0023/FFE4/FFI4 

Target language : Pistonnya akan terbakar setelah 60 meter 

pertama.  

Based on utterance above, the sentence of source language Kid's gonna fry his 

pistons after the first 200inaccurately transferres into Pistonnya akan terbakar 

setelah 60 meter pertama.It can be seen that the word first 200 of source language 

transferred into 60 meter pertama in the target language. It means lose message of 

the utterance. The rater give score 1 means that this sentence is difficult meaning to 

understand.. 

2) Acceptability 

The concept of acceptance is very important because even if a translation is 

accurate in terms of content or the message, the translations will be rejected by the 

target audience if the mode of expression contrary to the rules, norms and culture of 

the target language. 
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a) Acceptable 

Translation feels natural; the technical term commonly used and familiar to the 

reader; phrases, clauses and sentences that are used are in accordance with the rules 

of Indonesian. 

0001/FFE1/FFI1 

Target language : Orang bilang jika mau melihat masa depan,lihatlah masa lalu. 

Based on the utterance above, in the sentence of source language Theysayif you 

want to glimpse the future, just look behind you which is translated into Orang 

bilang jika mau melihat masa depan, lihatlah masa lalu. It is natural because 

familiar to the reader or unnatural word found. The dialogue translated contextually. 

So, the rater give score 3 because the translations feels natural and accordance with 

the rules of Indonesian. Based on the description above this sentence acceptable in 

the translation. 

b) Less Acceptable 

In general, the translation already feels natural; but there is little problem with 

the use of technical terms or grammatical errors occurred slightly. 

0013/FFE3/FFI3 

Target language : Orang bilang jalan terbuka menolongmu berpikir tentang    

pengalaman yang lalu, kemana tujuanmu. 

The utterance in the source language is translated less acceptability in the target 

language. The sentence of target language isn’t natural because there is strange 

word or unnatural word found and the sentence use unfamiliar word makes the 

reader more than once to read. It can be seen that the sentence of They say an open 

road helps you think about where you've been, where you're goingis translated into 

Orang Orang bilang jalan terbuka menolongmu berpikir tentang pengalaman yang 

lalu, kemana tujuanmu.. The rater give score 2 in this utterance because the 

sentence accordance eith the rules of Indonesian but uses unfamiliar word or feels 

unnatural.. 

c) Unacceptable  
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Translation is not natural or feels like the work of translation; technical terms 

used are not commonly used and familiar to the reader; phrases, clauses and 

sentences that are used do not conform to the rules of Indonesian. 

0052/FFE9/FFI9 

Target language : Beri Ayah tos. Tunggu! 

The utterance in the source language is unacceptability in the target language. 

The subtitle uses the wrong words or unfamiliar word. It can be seen that the 

sentence of Hey, buddy, you gonna give me a high five? is translated into Beri Ayah 

tos. Tunggu!  In this utterance is not translated into the correct one. The rater give 

score 1 because sentence that is used do not conform to the rules of Indonesian. 

3) Readability  

In the context of translation, the term readability it essentially concerns not only 

the source language readability but also the target language readability. 

a) High Readability level 

Words, technical terms, phrases, clauses, sentences or text translations can 

easily be understood by the reader. 

0003/FFE1/FFI1 

Target language :Tapi kini kusadari, kau tak bias kabur dari masa lalu. 

Based on the utterance above, the sentence is high readability level, it can be 

seen the sentence of source language But now I realize, you can't outrun the past is 

translated into Tapi kini kusadari, kau tak bias kabur dari masa lalu in the target 

language. The dialogue in the utterance is contextually. There is no addition or 

deletion in that phrase. The rater give score 3 becaus it is very easy to read and there 

is no difficult words found. The utterance is not too long and easy to understand by 

the reader. 

 

b) Moderate readability level 

In general, the translation can be understood by the reader; but there are certain 

parts that should be read more than once to understand the translation. 
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0013/FFE3/FFI3 

Target language :Orang bilang jalan terbuka menolongmu berpikir tentang 

pengalaman yang lalu, ke mana tujuanmu.  

In the sentence of source language They say an open road helps you think about 

where you've been, where you're goingis translated into Orang bilang jalan terbuka 

menolongmu berpikir tentang pengalaman yang lalu, ke mana tujuanmu in the 

target language. It means that the message in the source language is translated 

moderate readability level in the target language. The rater give score 2 because this 

sentence should be read more than once to understand the translation. This sentence 

is not translated into the easy understand. 

c) Low readability level 

Translation is difficult to be understood by the reader. 

0071/FFE12/FFI12 

Target language :Dan kau melihatku melalui 15 tahun kenangan? 

In the sentence of source language And you see me through 15 years of 

memories?is translated into Dan kau melihatku melalui 15 tahun kenangan? in the 

target language. It means that the message in the source language is translated low 

readability level in the target language. The rater give score 1 because this sentence 

is difficult to be understood by the reader. 

4. DISCUSSION 

After analyzing the data above, the researcher presents some findings. The 

researcher analyzes the subtitling strategy and subtitling quality of Fast and Furious 7 

(2015)movie. The researcher finds that eightsubtitling strategies. They are 646 data 

belongs to transfer strategy, 104 data belongs to paraphrase strategy, 216 data belongs to 

condensation strategy, 18 data belongs to decimation strategy, 205 data belongs to 

imitation strategy, 3 data belongs to transcription strategy, 78 data belongs to deletion 

strategy, 1 datum belongs to resignation strategy. So, transfer is more dominate than the 

other. 
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Another finding is subtitling quality of Fast and Furiousmovie. That there are three 

aspects for good quality that subtitling should fulfill: accuracy, acceptability, and 

readability. From 1271 total counts of data there are 810 data or 63.7% belongs to 

accurate subtitle, 441 data or 34.7% belongs to less accurate subtitle, and 20 data or 

1.6% belongs to inaccurate subtitle. In this movie, accuracy is more dominate than the 

other. There are 3 levels of acceptability in subtitling Fast and Furious 7 (2015)movie; 

they are acceptable, less acceptable, and unacceptable. From 1271 total counts of data 

there are 1015 data or 79.8% belongs to acceptability subtitle, 184 data or 14.5% 

belongs to less acceptability subtitle, and 72 data or 5.7% belongs to unacceptability 

subtitle. In this movie, acceptability is more dominate than the other. There are 3 levels 

of readability in subtitling Fast and Furious 7 (2015)movie; they are high readability 

level, moderate readability level, and low readability level. From 1271 total counts of 

data there are 1182 data or 93% belongs to high readability level subtitle, 76 data or 6% 

belongs to moderate readability level subtitle, and 13 data or 1% belongs to low 

readability level subtitle. In this movie, high readability level is more dominate than the 

other. 

There are similarities and differences research of the above researches with this 

research. The difference between previous studies with this research is located on the 

object of analyzing and the result. The object of analyzing is used by Eksanusi  is by 

using Subtitling Analysis of Noun Phrasesin Fast and Furious 6 Movie by Geraldine 

and found 156 data of noun phrases belong to level shifts and 125 data nf noun phrases 

belong to structural shifts. The object of analyzing is used by Damayanti is by using 

Subtitling Strategies of Directive Utterances inThe Hobbit Desolayion of SmaugFilm 

and found noun phrase into noun, declarative simple sentence into declarative simple 

sentence, declarative compund sentence into declarative compound sentence, declarative 

compound sentence into declarative simple sentence, declarative complex sentence into 

declarative complex sentence, and etc. The similarity of the above researches with this 

research is about subtitle as data to beanalyzed. 
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The researcher uses the theory from Gottlieb in Taylor2000. This subtitling may 

involve transfer, paraphrase, condensation, decimation, imitation, transcription, deletion, 

and resignation strategy. The researcher also uses the theory of Nababan (2012: 44-51). 

Nababan said that there are three aspects for good quality that subtitling should fulfill: 

accuracy, acceptability, and readability. 
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